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 In recent years, the fund has developed rapidly in China.  However, dealings 
against the law by fund companies are also not uncommon. More and more people 
project their focus on the transference of the internal interest in fund companies. 
Obviously, efforts to watch the transference have still been inadequately made. 
Therefore, this thesis compares the regulation of overseas fund companies with that of 
home companies in terms of the theories on the transference of the internal interest in 
fund companies. Based on the specific conditions in China, the thesis also puts 
forward related measures that may help improve the regulation, in the hope of 
ensuring a sound development of the fund. 
The thesis is divided into four chapters in addition to the introduction and 
conclusion. 
The first chapter is entitled “The Introduction of the Transference of the Internal 
Interest in fund companies and the Necessity of Legal Regulation”. Taking the 
perspective of the law, it defines the concept of the transference of the internal interest 
in fund companies, makes explanations of its legal relations, forms of presentation, 
reasons for its formation and its jeopardy so that the regulation is necessary. 
The second chapter is entitled “The Status Quo and Inadequacies of Legal 
Regulation of the Transference of the Internal Interest in Chinese Fund Companies”. 
This chapter introduces the status quo of legal regulation of transference of the 
internal interest in fund companies in China and points out its inadequacies. 
The third chapter is entitled “American and British Legal Regulation of the 
Transference of the Internal Interest in Fund Companies and Inspirations”. Here the 
related laws of the fund in the advanced American and British are introduced; their 
respective specialties and inspirations for our country are analyzed. 
The fourth chapter is entitled “The Improvement of Legal Regulation of the 
Transference of the Internal Interest in Chinese Fund Companies”. This chapter 















supporting measures, in order to provide adequate institutional assurances for 
supervising the transference of the internal interest effectively in fund companies in 
China.  
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